A wet-chemistry-based hydrogel sensing platform for 2D imaging of pressure, chemicals and temperature.
Human skin can perceive pressure, chemical compounds and temperature with a high spatial resolution via specific receptors. Inspired by human skin, we present a wet-chemistry based hydrogel sensing platform for 2D imaging sensitive to specific external stimuli, e.g., pressure, chemicals and temperature. This platform is composed of a hydrogel pyramidal array on a single electrode. Each pyramid serves as a spatially separated reservoir for chemical reactions, enabling independent pixels for sensing without individual electrodes. Depending on the electrochemiluminescence (ECL) electrolyte for specific stimuli, our platform possesses 2D imaging capabilities with high sensitivity for pH and temperature in addition to pressure via the deformation of the viscoelastic hydrogel. This work represents an important step toward the application of sensitive chemical reactions for various external stimuli to biocompatible electronic skins based on hydrogels without addressing circuit for each pixel.